Release name: KNOWAGE 7.4.9

From the previous version 7.4.6 the following issues are now solved:

- [KNOWAGE-5990] - LOV error during job scheduling
- [KNOWAGE-6061] - JDBC connection is not returned to the pool in case something goes wrong within LOV execution when creating DataConnection object
- [KNOWAGE-6084] - The option "Enable show excel export (when available)" is not activated by default although it is available by default for some widgets
- [KNOWAGE-6099] - [Crosstable widget] Impossible to change rows height
- [KNOWAGE-6103] - An error occurred when the user tries to create a new GIS document from myworkspace
- [KNOWAGE-6140] - The external url in menu management returns escape slash
- [KNOWAGE-6150] - In map widget, if a layer does not have any measure hide the arrow to explode the layer in control panel
- [KNOWAGE-6151] - In map widget, detail popup doesn't work in documents opened in a popup from a cross navigation
- [KNOWAGE-6152] - The schedule option on data set is always disabled
- [KNOWAGE-6153] - The data set schedulation is not saved
- [KNOWAGE-6154] - cockpit GRID, the rows are not equals on FIREFOX
- [KNOWAGE-6156] - The "/" character is not managed on data set catalog, inside the Name and label fields
- [KNOWAGE-6157] - Row style condition doesn't work on number
- [KNOWAGE-6167] - Error occurred during execution on a public document
- [KNOWAGE-6179] - I18N issue with axis name on chart widget
- [KNOWAGE-6182] - Table widget selection on modal column when using alias does not work
- [KNOWAGE-6183] - On REST dataset, parameters with no default value break the preview
- [KNOWAGE-6192] - On document scheduler, the user cannot pause a trigger until there is a license for Knowage PM
- [KNOWAGE-6193] - GLOSSARY: Error while modifying word with one or more link
• [KNOWAGE-6200] - A document execution present in a Personal folder asks all roles owned by the owner of the user functionality
• [KNOWAGE-6202] - Export in QBE does not ignore invisible fields
• [KNOWAGE-6205] - Data set catalog shows wrong list if the user is a DEVELOPER
• [KNOWAGE-6206] - Using a developer account the data set detail does not show any information
• [KNOWAGE-6208] - [Table Widget] Total not displayed if equal to zero
• [KNOWAGE-6237] - QBE XLSX export not working with hidden fields
• [KNOWAGE-6238] - My workspace, schedulation section, job details: toolbar is too high
• [KNOWAGE-6244] - Qbe dataset preview shows hidden columns

Please visit www.knowage-suite.com for further information.